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1978 Oktoberfest Is True Blue
students described this as the scripts, musical scenes, dance
most memorable part of the week arrangements, sets, costumes,
end.
and performances were all a
Green and White spirit seemed result of much labor.
to come out on top with their
Midway opening highlighted
winning the paint battle, the Saturday's festivities. Midskits, and color rush, giving them afternoon found most of the
the Oktoberfest cup. Red and parents, alumni, and students
White spirit is not to be gathered around some booth,
overlooked, however, with their ranging from the junior class's
dedicated support of all these Oktoberfest mugs and the social
events. The juniors and workers' photographs to tHe
sophomores tied for first place in sophomore class's hot pretzels
booth competition. Freshmen and root beer. Those that were
came in second and seniors third. not found on the midway could be
The skits were described as found relaxing and "living it up"
being "more professional" than in the biergarten.
in years past. Certainly the
The choir concert this year
featured pop music. They
performed for a standing-roomonly audience, which was very
receptive to the music.
Especially-liked pieces were
"The Foggy Mountain Blues,"
performed by Charlie Mason and
Dale Roller; "Blues in the
Night," by Linda Muley; "Don't
Rain on my Parade," by Pam
Bessler; and the choir medley,
"Love That Ragtime." The
Concert Choir, consisting of 101
girl's voices, is directed by Dr.
L.E. Egbert.
'City Rhythms' was the theme
for the H20 Club water show.
New York, Chicago, Hawaii, and
Farmville were represented in
the show. The costumes
portrayed the different cities.
Farmville performers were
dressed in blue jeans and freckles
It i< hard Eberhart. Pulitzer Prize winning poet, will be at for the "Hillbilly" feeling.
I mm wood November 1 at 8:00 in Wygal Auditorium.
Excitement, spirit, and fun was
Photo Courtesv Dr. Vest the general feeling for
Oktoberfest der Geist 1978.
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By MELODY CRAWLEY
andPAULAJOHNSON
The Blue and White spirit of the
Longwood campus shone through
at this year's Oktoberfest. "This
year is one of the closest years
since I've been here,"
commented one senior class
member on the support of the
students.
Involvemont in the German
celebration started months
before the actual event; however,
the spirit rose to its peak
Thursday night when CHI spoke
in "A Voice Is Heard" and the
gigantic CHI banner was hung
from Jarman Auditorium. Some

Could YOU Be The NeXt

Miss Longwood?
By SHARON JANOVICH
Do you dance, sing, paint, or
have any other type of talent that
you would like to share with your
fellow students? If this sounds
interesting then perhaps the
"Miss Longwood Pageant" is just
for you.
Preliminaries for the pageant
will be held on November 27 and
28, at 6:30 p.m. in the Gold Room.
The pageant committee will be
holding a banquet for all
interested girls on November 2.
The actual "Miss Longwood
Pageant" will be held second
semester, thus enabling the
contestants to have adequate
preparation time.
All of the contestants are
usually sponsored by a group,
such as a sorority or class, or
may sponsor themselves. The
preliminary night consists of
presenting the talent and
conversing with a panel of
judges. The judges are chosen
carefully to ensure impartiality
and objectivity.

This years' pageant committee
consists of: Chairman—Deanna
Deane, and her assistant, Joy
Serine, Director-Sharon
Janovich, Assistant-Connie
Turner, Producer-Jane
Turn stall.
and
Business
Manager—Mary Mahon. Dr. T.C.
Dalton acts as advisor, with cosponsors Peggy Golubic and
Barbara Stonikinis. The Master
of Ceremonies will be Charlie
Mason, a junior music major.
Aside from numerous personal
appearances and appearing in
the "Miss Virginia Pageant",
"Miss Longwood" receives a
scholarship
towards
her
education at Longwood, and has
the fun and experience of
working with many other girls in
an exciting and memorable
event!
Watch for posters around the
campus along with the daily
bulletin concerning further
details for the "Miss Longwood
Pageant" 1978!

Pulitzer Winner
To Present Poems
By DONNA HASKY
Pulitzer Prize-winning poet
Richard Eberhart will present a
reading of his own poems on
Wednesday, November 1, at 8
p.m. in Wygal Auditorium.
Relying partially on personal
experiences for ideas, Eberhart
will present a varied program
reflecting quite an active life. An
early influence was the death of
his mother, followed by the loss of
his father's fortune. Ready for a
change, Eberhart enrolled at
Dartmouth. Upon graduation he
held a number of jobs including
advertising copywriter,
department store floorwalker,
and deck hand on a tramp
steamer. In 1930, he served as
tutor to the son of the King of
Siam but shunned the role of
university professor until 1956
when he accepted a professorship
and poet-in-residency position at
Dartmouth.
Mr. Eberhart's appearance is
the first of two such literary
presentations to be sponsored by
the English Department this fall.

riwituin Linda Khnnnhnn
I \hers dance ;it opening of Midw.-iv.

Retreat Topics
Released
By DEBBIE NORTHERN
The summary of the topics
discusses at the Student-Faculty
Retreat held on October 28 has
finally been released. Last
week's
ROTUNDA
listed
suggestions that were given on
the academic programs.
Under the intercollegiate
athletics, the majority of
participants were of the opinion
that the college ought to add and
delete teams according to the
heeds and interests of the
students, if financial resources
are
available.
Another
suggestion was to add a women's
Softball team and a men's tennis
team.
There
was
no
clear
recommendation from the
majority
of
participants
regarding the signing in and

signing out procedure; however,
a large number of the
participants were of the opinion
that the present policy is not
being followed and ought to be
restudied.
It was recommended that the
Swap Shop have a permanent
location, and that it be located in
an area where the books will be
secure during the period it is
operating. Several groups
recommended that department
chairmen cooperate with the
students working in the Swap
Shop by providing a list of books
to be used by departmental
faculty members prior to the
beginning of each semester.
These were just a few of the
many suggestions made by the
students and staff participants at
the retreat.

Administration Action
Taken On Fire
According to Kathy Bique, fire
By DEBBIE NORTHERN
A rash of fires during the past warden, there have been six
week has prompted official reported dormitory fires this past
administrative action, according week. Monday, October 23, two
to area coordinator Dave units of the Farmville Fire
Suchanic. He added that the Department responded to a small
administration "is working on fire in the basement of North
solutions dealing with fires which Cunningham. Diane Bradley,
have been happening. Everyone who discovered the blaze and
is involved from the president on pulled the alarm, said she "saw
down." He was not at liberty to sparks and flashes" which could
disclose what action is going to be have been caused by faulty
taken. Suchanic said they had wiring.
Philip Gay, the Farmville fire
only a few clues as to who started
(Continued on Page 12)
the fires.
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Band Strikes Up Again

By CINDY CUMINS
In the 1940's and early 1950's it
was the Longwood CollegeFarmville High School band. By
1961, the closing of public schools
amid segregation turmoil forced
the band's termination.
It was not until 1976 that the
Longwood College band was
reorganized under the leadership
of Dr. Darrell Harbaum,
associate professor of music.
Performing its first concert, the
band marked a new beginning.
At that time there were only 23
members. Today, with 63
members, still under the
leadership of Harbaum and band
president, Susan O'Brien, the
band continues striving to
become a firmly established
organization on Longwood's
campus. Encouraged by its
increased membership and
money received this year from
the
Student Activities Fund, both
Photo by Howard Fox
O'Brien and Harbaum are
The Band praetires to provide I.oimwood with great music.
hopeful about the band's future.
But Harbaum is adamant about
the need for student body support
which he hopes will lead to the
administrative
backing
necessary to meet the exorbitant
costs of maintaining a band.
"A five minute piece of music
costs about $25.00 — or $5.00 per
were discussed, along with an minute," says the director,
longwood College has initiated overview of I-ongwood's total emphasizing the need for
a long-range project, to be known visual arts program, and a report
as the longwood Fine Arts on the Thomas Sully Gallery
Anthropology
Center ill'AC), designed to project.
achieve the development of a
Attending the meeting, in
Films To Be
comprehensive collection of fine addition to the trustees, were
and decorative art and to serve Robert B. Mayo, of Richmond,
as a center for the arts to both the consultant to the board; Barbara
Presented
college and the Southside Bishop, chairman of I-ongwood's
Virginia area.
art
department
and
The Department of Sociology
The stated goals of I-FAC administrator of LFAC; Dr.
and
Anthropology of Longwood
include the acquisition, through Henry I. Willett, Jr.. president of
College
will present the second
gift, purchase, or trade, of both the college; and George R.
permanent exhibit collections Bristol, secretary of the film of the 1978 Anthropology
Film Series on Thursday,
and a study collection to be used I/mgwood Foundation, Inc.
for teaching purposes. In
The board adopted a November 2. Dr. James William
addition, the Center will provide membership and annual giving Jordan, Assistant Professor of
exhibit and lecture programs for program designed to produce Anthropology, is the Coordinator
the college and the community. revenues for three distinct areas of the Series which consists of
classic
films
in
Included in I.FAC planning is of LFAC: The development of three
Each
film
the development of galleries for programs and exhibitions and the anthropology.
specific collections, such as the publication of a quarterly focuses on the behavior and
college's
Thomas
Sully newsletter; capital outlay for the culture of a group of people living
collection.
acquisition of new objects of art in a society much different from
The organizational meeting of and for a Fine Arts Center that of most people in the United
the LFAC board of trustees was addition to the college's Bedford States.
The first film in the Series was
held at I-ongwood on September Art Building; and funds for
"Dead
Birds," a study of warfare
16. The purpose, goals, and administration and maintenance
among the Dugum Dani people
development plans for IJ^AC of the Center.
who live on the island of New
Guinea in the Pacific Ocean,
Candidates Clarify Issues
shown in September. The third
and final film in the Series will be
"Magical Death," a study of
As Election Draws Near
witchcraft
among
the
Yanomamo people of South
across-the-board tax cut, while America, to be shown in
By SANDICRAM
On Tuesday, November 7, Andy Miller would push December. The film scheduled
Virginians around the state will legislation to review government for Thursday, November 2, is
go to the polls to choose a United programs and their costs. "The Holy Ghost People." "The
States Senator. The seat is being Warner feels that taxes can be Holy Ghost People" is a film
left open by retiring Republican cut without hurting social record of a white Pentecostal
William Scott. Former Virginia services, if inefficiency is ended. religious group in Southern
Attorney General, Andrew The Department of Health, Appalachia whose members
Miller, is the Democratic Education, and Welfare is one handle poisonous snakes, drink
nominee.
John
Warner, agency which both candidates strychnine, and speak in tongues.
Republican nominee, was feel is overspending.
They believe themselves to be
Miller and Warner both support following
nominated after the August 2
the
literal
death of Richard Obenshain. The a reorganization of HEW. Last interpretation of the Biblical
issues, although abundant, are year alone, HEW lost 7 billion passage: "In my name they shall
not very specific. Both dollars through fraud, abuse, and speak in new tongues. They shall
candidates tend to touch lightly waste, as stated by John Warner. take up serpents; and if they
on an issue. They range from the Andrew Miller favors a separate drink any deadly thing it shall not
price of food to American defense Department of Education. He hurt them." Filmed during a
needs, with tax revision as the feels that HEW has too many four-hour
meeting,
the
major issue for this year's functions and money is wasted congregation is exhorted by an
because the Department cannot evangelist; as the meeting
campaign.
Inflation is attributed to federal handle all its financing. The proceeds,
some
of
the
deficit spending according to candidates have also spoken out congregation begin to pray,
Andy Miller. He is supporting an against wage and price control. dance, and speak in tongues.
Democratic nominee, Andy Several members collapse in
amendment requiring a balanced
Miller,
has taken a stand against trance-like states. At the height
budget as already proposed by U.
any
wage
or price controls. He of the meeting, boxes of
S. Senator Harry Byrd, Jr.
feels
that
controls have never rattlesnakes and copperheads
Warner and Miller both favor a
worked
and
will be useless to our
hard-nosed approach to cut
brought in and the people
society.
John
Warner believes in are
federal spending. John Warner
pick them up, throw them to one
(Continued on Page 12)
has stated that he supports an
(Continued on Page 12)

Fine Arts Center

Initiated As Project

adequate funding. This and the
need for more instrumentation
and
additional
qualified
musicians
are
both
predominating concerns of band
leaders.
When asked about the band's
future, Miss O'Brien said that
she'd eventually like to see the
band "... become good enough to
tour ... we need opportunities tc
perform."
Until then, the L.C. Band wil
continue to perform locally.

Band members
prepared
rollicking German music
Oktoberfest weekend when they
will played along the midway.
Future engagements include The
Third Annual President's Band
Concert and a Christmas
Concert.
Band practices are every
Tuesday and Thursday evening.
Anyone interested in joining the
band is encouraged to visit Mr.
Harbaum at Wygal music
building.

"Business Department
Expands"
By DONNA SIZEMORE
and EDIE PARKINS
There are two new faces that
can be seen wandering around
the Business Department.
Longwood
is
proud
to
acknowledge the appointment of
two new faculty members to their
Business Staff. Dr. Owen Fields
and Colonel Donald McCort are
both new additions for the fall
semester. Both members boast of
an excellent background and
should contribute a great deal to
the Business Department at
Longwood.
Dr. Fields comes to us from
Uniontown, Pennsylvania. He
received his undergraduate
degree from Waynesboro
College, and he excelled in
graduate study at the University
of Pittsburgh. He was awarded
the masters and doctorates
degree at the University. He
brings to Longwood a great deal
of teaching experience. Dr.
Fields has taught at the
University of Pittsburgh, VCU,
and at a local Pittsburgh high
school. At Longwood he instructs

w •
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DK OWEN FIELDS
Photo by Howard Fox

1 7 Initiated In
P.E. Honorary
The following students were
initiated into Delta Psi Kappa,
the honorary fraternity for
health, physical education, and
recreation on Sunday, October
22: Myra Gwyer, Marcia Gray,
Lisa Florence, C. Darlene
Douglas, Dee Donnally, Laura J.
Bell, Catherine C. Arcese, Jody
Adams, Robin D. Rowen, Cynthia
M. Morris, Debra A. Whetsell,
Rosy Wallace, Maryjane Smith,
Cindy Smith, Maureen Quinn,
Nancy P. Moore, Kitty Hughes.
Membership of Delta Psi
Kappa is limited to junior and
senior majors in the Health,
Physical
Education
and
Recreation Department who
have a cumulative average of 2.5
and a professional average of 3.0
and have participated in
department sponsored activities.

COLONEL DONALD McCORT
Photo by Howard Fox
courses in shorthand, business
machines, and typewriting. Next
year Dr. Fields may serve as an
instructor for business teachers.
However, this factor is not
definite.
Business is not the entirety of
Dr. Field's life. He expressed a
love for music, and even stated
that at one time he could not
decide whether to pursue a
career in business or music. Dr.
Fields toured with the Air
Command Band for several
years, and he played the clarinet.
His tour gave him the opportunity
to travel widely in South
America, Central America,
Cuba, and Puerto Rico.
Dr. Fields stated that the
desire to acquire a post at
Longwood has been inherent in
him for six years. He was
impressed by Longwood's
atmosphere. On one of his first
visits to Longwood, he witnessed
the trimming of the Christmas
tree in the Rotunda. Finally, Dr.
Fields has acquired the
opportunity.
Col. McCort comes to
Longwood from Kansas, where
he acquired his undergraduate at
Washburn University. He
furthered his studies at the
University of Missouri, receiving
his M.S.A. degree. He also
pursued study in engineering at
Texas Tech. Here at Longwood,
he teaches business law,
marketing, and advertising.
Col. McCort cites camping as
one of his major interests. His
love for camping has made it
possible for him to travel
extensively. He intends to travel
more in the future. Col. McCort
feels that camping is good family
activity.
Col. McCort has served as
mayor of Fayett, a small town in
upper Iowa. McCort states
"Farmville is huge compared to
Fayett." He is very impressed
with Longwood. He likes both the
campus and the students.
"Farmville satisfies my desire
for change," states McCort.
Longwood is privileged to have
these two fine men on their
faculty.
Their ideas and
initiative
should
prove
advantageous to the Business
department and the college.

Former Longwood Employee
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Now Store Owner
By JANET CLEMENTS
Downtown Farmville has
expanded its shopping facilities,
and Longwood students may find
the new addition quite beneficial
to their wardrobe and their
pocketbooks. The new store,
McKay's, which occupies the
former Bloomfield's building is
now in the process of clearing out
old stock, and with the continuous
arrival of new merchandise, a
new dimension will be added to
shopping in Farmville.
Charlie McKay, owner of the
store, is a well known face on
Longwood's campus since he
worked for four years as
supervisor of the Snack Bar. He
was transferred to Hampden
Sydney by ARA Slater and
worked as assistant manager of
the dining hall until he decided to
pursue his lifetime desire to go

into business for himself.
The merchandise will be 75 per
cent ladies wear, with men's
clothes, also. As for the type of
clothing, the store will stock a
variety of clothes in the medium
price range so that the average
person can afford to buy nice
clothing. Mr. McKay comments,
"My goal is to have a store that
anyone can come into, browse
around, and hopefully buy."
However, he also stresses that no
pressure will be put on anyone to
buy things that don't suit them.
He adds, "My store will cater to
everyone and not just to a special
group of people."
Spending four years among
Longwood students, Mr. McKay
feels that he has come to know
students' styles and also their
needs. He knows that many
students have money problems,

and he sees many who are
working their way through
college; therefore, he realizes
that students just don't have the
money to pay for expensive
clothes. He intends for his store to
be the answer for the person who
wants nice clothing at a
reasonable price.
He explicitly stated that if any
customer buys anything from his
store and is not totally satisfied
that they should see him
personally, and he will refund
their money or exchange the
product.
The store hours are Monday
through Saturday from 10 to 5:30
p.m. and on Thursday nights
from 7 to 9 p.m. and he
encourages all students to feel
welcome at all times in his store.

I

Photo by Meoldy Crawley
(liarlif McKay stands in front of his merchandise in his new store.

'Musical Interpreters'

New Members Initiated Into

Are Coffee

Alpha Lambda Delta

House Entertainers

1st NATIONAL
ROTAGILLA BAND

"Good Vibes"
ByRONDAC.LANDIS
The Student Union will present
Saturday Night Alive, John Ims &
Rotagilla in the Lower Dining
Hall on Saturday, November 4,
from 8:00 to 11:00. The price for
Longwood students is $1.00 and
for guests is $1.50. There will be
cabaret seating, so the capacity
will be limited.
Rotagilla is "alligaotr" written
backwards. The group is
described as a "demented glee
club," and it really fits that
description.

The group has five members. If
you are wondering what will
happen, expect the unexpected.
Their props range from tin pans
and broken cymbals to cow bells.
The group will even invite
members of the audience to
participate.
The band is funny, looney,
cracy, wacko, and your most
trusted name in absurdity! It
may be spelled backwards, but
the
entertainment
is
straightforward. Remember,
seating is limited, so buy your
tickets now.

Weight Watchers
At Longwood
By DEBBIE NORTHERN
Ms. Janet Hedrick, Director of
Annual
Funds,
recently
announced that a special weight
watchers group might soon be
started for the Longwood College
residents and staff. Ms. Hedrick
said she should know if the
information of the weight
watchers has been approved
within the next week.
Ms. Hedrick said that she had
lost 20 pounds with this
organization's help. Weight
Watchers
is a behavior
modification process, where one
learns to eat properly. Once a
target weight is reached, a
person can eat whatever they

wish. Ms. Hedrick has offered to
help Longwood students who join
Weight Watchers adapt the
college dining hall menus to
Weight Watchers guidelines.
The membership fee is $10.00
and $3.50 for each week until the
target weight is reached.
Afterwards the member is
allowed to attend meetings for
free, as long as the weight is
maintained. Also members can
attend
Weight
Watchers
meetings anywhere across the
country.
Anyone interested in this
organization should contact Ms.
Hedrick at the Longwood College
Foundation on the second floor of
the Rotunda.

By MELODY CRAWLEY
"Rollicking, thumping country
soul" is how the Toas News
describes them, and they
describe themselves as "good
time musicians" who play that
"down home southern flavor."
They are Bill and Bonnie Hearne,
who presented their musical style
to relatively crowded and
enthusiastic S-UN Coffeehouses
on Thursday-Saturday nights of
Oktoberfest weekend.
Bill and Bonnie, a husband and
wife duo team from Texas, do not
write their own songs and
although they do sing other
artist's songs, they do not copy
their style. They are "musical
interpreters."
Bonnie holds a bachelor's
degree in Sociology from the
University of Texas. "It helps me
relate on a whole" was Bonnie's
comment to her degree, but she
can not see any other relation
between that and her career.
Bonnie and Bill are both legally
blind. Bonnie has been totally
blind due to congenital cataracts
since she was young.
The duo has played in a lot of
concerts as the opening group for
famous artists. "John Denver
would have to be my favorite,"
stated Bill. "He was kind and I
have a lot of respect for him."
They performed with him in 1973
for a benefit. "The most unusual
would have to be the Pointer
Sisters," they both agreed.
They have formally played
with a backup band and would
like to add a bass player to their
group next summer. Their
album, "Smilin' " is currently on
its second pressing. They hope to
record "a lot more before our
lives are over," but due to their
finances, it is almost impossible
now.
Both, Bill and Bonnie,
described
Farmville
and
Longwood as having "real
southern hospitality."

AQrOTABLEQUOTEWhen life snags your kite.
Remember: There's always
the string of hope

By DONNA SIZEMORE
Alpha Lamba Delta, the
women's freshman honor society,
initiated six new members on
October 29th, at 2 p.m. These new
members were: Sara Jane
Carter, Sylvia Saw ManChan,
Cathy Lynn Maxey, Sylvia Jean
Poore, Mary Patricia Purdham,
and Donna Lynn Todd. Dr. James
Gussett and Miss Teri Swann
were selected to be honorary
members of the society.
In order to be eligible for
membership in Alpha I^amba
Delta, a student must acquire a

+&'

cumulative grade point average
of at least 3.5 during her
freshman year at Longwood
College. Congratulations to these
six girls.

WE WANT TO
WIPE OUT
CANC8?
WV0UR
UFET1ME

M*RCAN CANCJR SOOTY,«

The Snack Bar Presents
THE FRIDAY AFTERNOON CLUB
From 4 to 6p.m.
Free Chips and Pretzels
and Free Juke Box Music

ROCHETTE'S FLORIST
FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
Phone 392-4154
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Senior .Spotlight

LETTERS

FROM THE EDITOR .
Fach year the cost of going to college grows
higher, you moan and groan about the increases and
wonder where all this extra money is going. You finally
attribute it to inflation which has led to higher college
operating rosts
Rut have you actually thought about the fact that a
-i/.ihlc chunk of your tuition probably goes to pay for
repairing damages done to college property? That's
lii-hi you're paying for something you didn't have
invthinp todo with
This year in particular there has been much
damage done to college property, especially in the
dorms — fires, broken windows, water fountains,
telephones and even speakers, especially in one
particular dormitory. Now. if residents wish to live in a
pic pen that is entirely up to them, but the student body
should not have to pay for this lifestyle.
The people that do the damage should be assessed
in rosts incurred. If one person cannot be found, then
th.it whole dorm or hall should be forced to pay or
repair the damage This way the residents can exert
peer pressure on their fellow students not to do stupid
irts This might seem unfair, but if something is not
done soon, the whole thing will grow out of hand and
immature people will destroy everything they can put
their hands on.
1

Johnson Active

P.E. Major
By LAURIE HOFFMAN
Terry Johnson, of Franklin,
Virginia, is an active senior at
Longwood. The daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. J.C. Johnson, Jr., Terry
is majoring in health and
physical education.
Miss Johnson is devoted to
many interests at Longwood. She
serves on Legislative Board, for
which she has been both
treasurer and vice-chairman,
and she is a representative to
Judicial Board. Last year she
was chairman of the StudentFaculty Committee, of which she
is still a member. She is a sister
in Alpha Sigma Tau sorority and
has been an Oktoberfest clown.
Terry has served as a Colleague
and Orientation Leader as well.
She is also very involved in
activities relating to her major.
Terry was captain of the
volleyball team her sophomore
year and has been co-captain of
the team last year. She serves on
the Intercollegiate Athletic
Council and the Health, Physical
Education, and Recreation
Curriculum Committee, and she
is chaplain of Delta Psi Kappa,

OFF THE WALL

It th<> responsible person(s) do not pay for their
destructive acts, then the college should not repair
whatever was destroyed if it will not harm the college
:is :i whole

College students should be responsible enough to
control their actions and not make others suffer due to
Iheir childishness

*****************

Oktoherfost was excellent as usual. Geist, the Reds
md fJreen«J worked very hard to make it a success. The
"(Uunda would like to congratulate the Greens,
« inners of the Oktobcrfest Cup.
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the physical education honorary.
The Oliver T. Der Award was
given to Terry last year for her
work in her major.
After graduation, Terry plans
to teach physical education and
coach sports at an elementary or
secondary
school.
Later,
perhaps, she will attend graduate
school and enter college
teaching. She also hopes to
continue playing sports for as
long as she can on summer and
recreational teams.
"I feel like, coming to
Longwood, I am much better
prepared than if I had gone
anywhere else," says Terry. She
feels as though the limited
facilities in the physical
education department have
taught her to adapt to problems
which she may face while
teaching. "It's not what you
have," she believes, "but it's
what you do with what you have."
Terry feels that her techniques
and methods courses in both
elementary and secondary
studies have helped her a great
deal.
Also aiding in career
preparation
are
Terry's
extracurricular activities. She
feels that learning about
parliamentary procedure and
setting up curriculum have been
(Continued on Page 12)

No Tragedy In Fire
Dear Editor,
Last week there was a fire in
North Cunningham basement. If
not for the efforts of a few people
the entire dorm could have gone
up in smoke.
The fire occurred in some
boxes placed on a moving cart.
The cart was directly under the
insulated pipes. There was heavy
smoke damage in the basement
and smoke filtered through the
building. Firemen were called to
the scene and made sure that
there were no sparks in the dorm.
On behalf of Residence Board, I
would like to thank the Prince
Edward Fire Department for responding to the call. Diane Bradley, the Resident Supervisor,
first reported the fire and pulled
the alarm to evacuate the
building. She also brought a fire
extinguisher to help put out the
fire. Hugh Gallagher and Duke
Rollins were in the vicinity and
came to help put the fire out and
evacuate the building. David
Sushank, Area Coordinator was
also in the area and came to lend
assistance. Mr. Stephens was
alert of the fire and immediately
came to North Cunningham to
survey the dorm and make sure
that everyone was alright. There
are many more people who were
involved in the situation. I want
to thank everyone for their
cooperation and help.
It is nice to know that we have
such concerned people on our
campus.
Thank you,
Kathy Bique
Fire Warden

Thank You
Thank You
I would like to take the
opportunity to express my
gratitude to the faculty and
students here at I^ongwood for
being so kind following my
accident. Thanks again for all the
cards, gifts and concern.
Valeria Campbell

life* \am
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Skits Reveal Oktoberfest Spirit
By BETH DEVAN
The spirit of Oktoberfest came
alive in Jarman Auditorium last
Friday and Saturday evenings as
the curtain opened for skit
competition between the sister
classes. The Mittenmeister,
Celeste Rodriguez, gave a
welcome speech to parents,
students, and children. Then 8
talented ushers opened the show
with a traditional German dance
as an enthusiastic audience
clapped to the music. Twentytwo bouncing klowns with funny
faces and colorful costumes
performed a mechanical march
onto the stage. They completed
twists, flips, handstands,
cartwheels, and many other
stunts that all added up to just
"klowning around"! Next, the
Geistmeister or "Mistress of
Spirit", Senior Pam Bessler,
introduced the chairmen of class
skits. They were Senior, Laurie
Hoffman and Sophomore, Keith
Moore (Green and Whites) and
Junior Teresa McLawhorn and
Freshman, Ken Marcus (Red and
Whites). Debbie Northern,
Festmeister, was on hand to give
the schedule of the day's events
and to introduce the class skits.
The Red and Whites were first
to perform. A court jester, played
by Duke Rollins, was first to
appear on stage with an
introduction. As the curtain
opened, a small town of serfs
were hard at work in the field.
Charlie Mason, robed in royal
red, played the King who wanted
his town of hard working serfs to
be happy. He even went as far as
to write a law stating that
everyone must be happy or they
will die. The serfs tried to
convince themselves that
working made them laugh and
grin and dance and sing.
However, one particular serf,
played by Alice Clay, spoke up

and proclaimed that he was not
happy. This only caused more
distress. The King ordered the
serf to work an extra acre in the
field. But, as he worked a green
dragon (Ann Wyatt and David
Gates (appeared from behind.
This dragon was like no other
dragon. He was "a twirp", a
failure to his family. Everything
he tried to do went wrong.
Therefore, he decided to capture
this hard working serf but found
himself too much of a coward and
resorted to begging the serf to
give him a break. Finally, with
every bit of courage he could
gather, the dragon grabbed the
serf and ran. But the serf's little
girl, played by Vickie Lowe,
became very upset because the
mean dragon had taken her
daddy away. As she sat and
cried, the King heard her and
realized he had been wrong to
make such a law. His people
could only be happy if he gave
them something to be happy
about. Thus, he declared an
Oktoberfest festival. The dragon
returned the little girl's daddy,
the past was forgotten, and true
happiness was sought out.
The Klowns put on another
thrilling show between skits. The
traditional breathtaking pyramid
was built before a very anxiously
awaiting audience. And, after the
"squash" many hugs, cheers,
and smiles were given among
very proud klowns.
The Green and White skit
provided the second half of the
entertainment. This skit opened
in an underground tavern in
Berlin. The time was 1945, close
to the end of World War II. The
owner of the little tavern, played
by Ken Neimo, heartily
welcomed his guests to drink and
be merry as ten show girls, all
dressed in green, performed a
very festive dance. The owner

"Reflections"
By DONNA SIZEMORE
"Simple pleasures are the
best." How many times have we
all heard these words, and yet
never paused long enough to
ponder over the element of truth
hidden in them? Oktoberfest at
Longwood is significant of the
real beauty of simple pleasures.
Life, with all of its
complexities, can become very
bland, mechanical, and too
complicated. College life is
surely not immune to the
complexities. Oktoberfest is a
time
for
shedding
the
complication and getting down to
the basics. Candy apples,
children's smiles, and visions of
far away places fill Oktoberfest
with a certain youthfulness. Its
purpose is to draw students
together for fun, laughter, and
nostalgia.
Many years in the future, we
will look back on this past week
end. Memories are so much a
part of our lives. little things,
like a warm smile or a special
word from that special someone,
stay with us. Though time plays
its inevitable role in our lives,
memories are the permanent
record of our past. Often they
give us strength to face a new
challenge or lose an old one. But
they also reflect the importance
of dreams. For dreams that are
fulfilled can be the major
ingredient that determines the
richness of our lives.
Oktoberfest can teach us

something about living. How
much better would we all fare if
we were more like children in
some areas of our ordinary lives?
How much better would we be if
we were more carefree and
honest in our interaction? What if
we were never afraid to let our
real selves show, instead of
putting on our masks? Yet,
during Oktoberfest we let go and
express ourselves freely. Why not
do this all the time?
Examine the spirit inherent in
Oktoberfest. Think about the
memories being made. Be
grateful for a time that can never
come again in exactly the same
way. Instill this simple spirit in
your own life. Be appreciative of
the opportunity to be young at
heart and mind. Oktoberfest 1978
is a memory, like so many other
things. It is a reflection. A
reknowned author states it well
when he says, "These reflections
on the water, here today and gone
tomorrow—life is like that too
you know—then only these
reflections will remain."
Oktoberfest was an end, but it
was also a beginning. For some it
was the last festival of their
college years. For others it was
their first experience. But for
everyone who participated it was
a unique experience. Oktoberfest
is a fantasy-filled week end of
dreams, laughter, and selfexpression. As college life
progresses back to the daily
routine, keep the spirit of
Oktoberfest in your heart.

then introduced to the audience
two friends, Hans (David Wall)
and Fritz (Jim Dunn). They
openly discussed their social
lives which seemed to be
somewhat lacking in excitement.
Sitting at an adjacent table, were
two lovers Annaliese (Michelle
McCollum) and Gregor (John
Machen). This was their last
night together because he was to
leave for the war in the morning.
However, they did not seem to
make the best of their evening
because they continuously
bickered. Bit it was a very
sentimental moment when a
duet, sung by Kim Fisher and
Jack Talbert, touched on the
memories of love. The owner

then introduced us to Elsa and
Marta, "two outgoing girls who
never go out". Elsa, played by
Kathy Bique, was suave and
witty. Marta, played by Donna
Hughes, was very sophisticated
and up on the latest fashions.
Suddenly, a loud bomb exploded
and all of the tavern guests fell to
the floor. It was here, when their
lives could have so quickly ended,
that Hans and Fritz learn of their
friendship really is good,
Annaliese and Gregor really do
love each other, and Elsa and
Marta...well, they'll always be
friends.
As the skits were performed,
the judges were busy tallying
their scores. This year they had a

Photo by Mr. S. H. CRAWLEY, JR.
The Choir performed for a packed audience during Oktoberfest.
66

There's A Song
In The Air'

By EDIE PARKINS
The Longwood Choir opened
their outstanding performance
with "I'm On Top of the World"
by the Carpenters in Jarman
auditorium. Pam Bessler,
president of the choir, directed
the first number then introduced
Dr. Egbert, the chairman of the
music department and the choir's
new director. Laura York
accompanied the choir.
Following the first number, Dr.
Egbert directed "You Are So
Beautiful" and "I Write the
Songs" by Barry Manilow.
Selected students then performed

solos. Linda Muley started off
with "Blues in the Night"
followed by Melanie Huddle with
"The Way We Were." This led up
to a blue grass performance by
Charlie Mason and Dale Roller.
Pam Bessler then sang "Don't
Rain on my Parade" by Barbara
Streisand.
The last number was a medley
entitled "Love That Ragtime"
which included "Tie A Yellow
Ribbon," "Sweet Gypsy Rose,"
and "Whose in the Strawberry
Patch with Sally?" The
arrangement included a dance
done by 14 members of the choir.

"Vaudeville Entertainer
At Longwood"
ByRONDALANDIS
Geno,
the
white-faced
vaudeville entertainer, was quite
an attraction on the midway at
Oktoberfest. He strolled through
the crowd with a faithful plucked
chicken trailing behind him.
Geno, a very versatile person,
has a multi-sided range of
hobbies and talents. Included
among these are saxophone
playing and juggling apples.
Geno is very funny and
entertaining. However, he takes
his career very seriously. He
considers his entertaining an art
and thoroughly enjoys it. He
favors the idea of being able to
bring a little theater right into
someone's face. Geno has been
portraying characters for three
and one-half years. During two of
those, he worked with the
International Vaudeville Show
He enjoys making people
smile, and hopes his funny face

can bring people closer together.
He has a very positive attitude
about entertaining and feels that
he is very fortunate to work with
people. Longwood College was
privileged
to
have
the
opportunity to have such a multitalented and distinguished artist
at Oktoberfest.
Geno, the Clown, was not the
only actor this weekend, the
Longwood Players presented
short skits or improvisations to
the audience of Oktoberfest. They
certainly brightened up Tabb
Circle with their white faces and
carefree motions.
The Players entertained
onlookers, acting from their
suggestions, which included
giving castor oil to a disagreeable
child and experiencing first love.
They also gave the audience a
hing of their musical talent when
they portrayed Donny and Marie.
The audience seemed to have fun
and the actors did, too.

very difficult job to do. Each
sister class did a superb job. This
year's Oktoberfest cup went to . .
. the Green and Whites!
Congratulations Green and
Whites!

"W hat A
Surprise!"
By JUDI STANLEY
We spread out across the battle
field, facing the enemy, buckets
of ammunition in a line behind us.
The enemy was also wellprepared with numerous buckets
of ammunition. Both the green
and whites and the red and whites
had loaded paint into buckets,
trash cans, hall garbage cans,
and any other available
containers. One red and white
even used a fire extinguisher!
A group of sophomores had
spent hours mixing green and
white paint, determined to dispel
the presumption that "freshmen
always win Paint Battle." Yet the
freshmen were just as
determined to fulfill that
presumption, for we learned late
Thursday afternoon that they had
purchased all of the red water
base paint in the town of
Farmville.
We stood on Wheeler Mall,
chanting and singing to display
our green and white spirit louder
than the spirit of the freshmen.
Diane Harwood, Geist member,
called our attention. She then
announced the Paint Battle
rules: (1) only water base paint
may be used, (2) no one is to
throw any paint on judges. (3) no
paint is to be thrown from heavy
or glass containers, and (4) paint
is to be thrown only after the
whistle is blown and must be
stopped after the second whistle
is blown. Infraction of these rules
results in the disqualification of
that team.
At 10:30 Miss Harwood blew the
whistle and we were off! We
sophomores went running toward
the freshmen, threw our paint on
what we hoped was a red and
white, and ran for more
ammunition. The freshmen did
much the same thing;
unfortunately for us, the
sophomores ran out of paint
before the freshmen did and we
were soaked with red while
attempting to throw what little
green paint we had left. The
second whistle sounded and we
returned to our separate sides of
the field.
While the judges were deciding
the winners, the entire group
formed a circle and sang "Joan
of Arc" to show to all that blue
and white does prevail.
Immediately
before
the
announcement of the winners, we
were honored to hear a tape of the
voices of the members of CHI,
supporting Oktoberfest and blue
and white spirit.
The sophomore class won paint
battle, which probably surprised
most
students,
because
"freshmen always win Paint
Battle." It was later learned that
the freshman class was
disqualified
because
an
unidentified freshman threw
paint on one of the judges. Yet, as
one freshman told me, "It was so
much fun! Even if I had known
we were going to lose, I'd have
done it anyway. Besides, we won
in our hearts." Well, we may
have been soaked with red paint,
but we won in our hearts, too.
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Toga Fever Hits Longwood
By MINDY HIRSCH
IiOngwood, like other colleges
across the country, is joining in
the toga fever created by
"National Lampoon's Animal
House." This movie tells the
story of the Deltas, a fraternity at
Faber College, which is about to
be closed because the members
of the fraternity defy all the rules
of the college. John Belushi, from
Saturday Night Iive, plays Bluto,
the fraternity derelict. When the

Robin Landry, Donna Murphy,
Regina Mason, Ronnie Hirtz, and
Caryn Beausoleil display their
togas.
Photo Courtesy Caryn Beausoleil

Dean of the college threatens to
expel the Deltas, Bluto incites his
fraternity brothers to hold a toga
party. This toga party is the
downfall of the Deltas. But to
thousands of students across the
country, it is the best idea that
ever came along. Toga parties
are flourishing everywhere —
even Longwood.
The first Longwood toga event
was held the Thursday before
Fall Break. Five girls from Curry
were dared to go to the 7-11 store
in togas. The girls took the bet —
and won. On the way they were
met by the Farmville police who
encumbered their adventure by
shining spotlights on them.
However, they also encountered
Campus Police who countered
the
Farmville
police's
harassment by stating that the
girls were dressed decently and
were sufficiently covered. Not
only did they toga to 7-11, they
also ventured to the Red Lyon.
According to one toga lady, "The
Red Lyon greeted us with open
arms; we didn't even have to pay
the cover charge." The girls
added that most people seemed to
realize the cause for the strange
toga attire. The Red Lyon added
to the effect by playing some
"Animal House" music.
There has also been a second
event on the toga agenda. One
night eight guys from Cox graced
the Dining Hall with toga outfits.
These students were not dared;
"we just did it for the
of it."
This toga dinner was inspired by
a VCU toga party held over Fall

Break.
The third toga celebration was
held by Bruce McCook. Bruce
held a toga party in his Frazer
suite October 21. Although he
only sent out about fifteen
invitations, 50 to 75 people
attended his party. According to
Bruce, "Togas were mandatory;
no one came in the door unless
they were wearing togas." This
party sparked the imagination of
several students who created
various African, hooded, and
caped togas. One toga partier
believed that the togas were
important for the whole effect of
the party. "People acted more
natural because they were
wearing sheets. Everybody was
wearing the same outfit." Bruce,
like the Red Lyon, also played
"Animal House" music and the
people were singing along with
"Louie, Louie." Bruce also was
inspired from another party, not
directly from the movie itself. He
had recently attended a toga
party at Radford and felt that
Longwood also needed a toga
party. A special toga punch was
even concocted for the toga
party. Bruce added that
"although the party was general
chaos, there was no trouble — not
even from the Campus Police."
He
added that
he
is
contemplating having a pajama
party next.
All of this toga fever has been
very beneficial to Universal
Pictures, the producers of
"Animal House." When the film
first came out, 4.5 million dollars

Whining And Dining At
Longwood
By DONNA HASKY
"Hey mister—could you give a
poor college student that's down on his luck the price of a meal?"
If the response to that question
was fifty cents, where would you
go to eat? In today's time of
inflation and rising prices, two
quarters hardly seems adequate
to feed even the smallest of
eaters. Yet, that's the amount
ARA has to feed each student per
meal for the school year,
according to former Food
Services Director Mr. Frank
Klassen.
Klassen explained the arrival
at this figure by taking the $750
paid for board by each student
and dividing it in half. One half
goes for the actual food and the
other half for labor, cleaning
materials, napkins, replacement
of breakage and silverware and
other items used by the dining
hall. Even buying in bulk, it's
obvious that fifty cents is very
little to provide for a salad,
vegetables, a main dish, desert
and
beverage—especially
considering that one may have
practically unlimited amounts.
What happens is that the cost of a
meal is subsidized by those
students that don't eat that meal.
One complaint of students is
that their favorite dish just
doesn't taste "the way mom
makes it." To this Mr. Klassen
responded that ARA's recipes are
drawn up on a nationwide scale,
but he added, may be adjusted to
suit
varying
regional
preferences.
The menus are drawn up by the
Food Services Director, and are
for a three week cycle. Changes
this year have been instituted on
the basis of the Food Preference

Survey taken by the student body
last school year. Two examples of
this are the hamburgers are now
served once a week and that the
infamous duo of Polish sausage
and meatloaf have been deleted
from the menu entirely.
The dining hall staff is
presently numbered at 56,
including part-time help. Their
morning begins early with lunch
preparation. 'Hand work,' such
as slicing and dicing vegetables
begins at about 6 a.m., and the
actual cooking is staggered
starting at about 10:15 to serve
the waitresses and waiters. By
10:45 it is then time to prepare for
the early lunch sitting. After
cleaning up from lunch, it's then
time to start preparing dinner,
and the entire process starts over
again. 'Unfortunately,' one of the
student's favorite meals is also
the one which takes longest to fix.
Fried chicken must be started
during lunch and kept warm til
served because of limited frying
space.
The new dining hall policy of
breaking up any group of less
than eight has helped in a number
of ways according to Mr.
Klassen. First, it's easier for the
hostesses and hosts to fill up
tables,
and even more
importantly, it is economically
more sound. Salads, vegetables
and deserts are on the table in
portions of eight. When only five
or six used a table, often the other
two or three servings were
wasted. When this was multiplied
by 50 to 100 tables for just one
meal, the amount of wasted food
was staggering. The only food
ever reused from a table is that
which is sealed, such as crackers
or an unopened baked potatoe.

All other leftovers are thrown
away or used by ARA staff—often
as dog food. Of course, if too
much food is prepared, it is
utilized with the next day's menu,
or saved until it can be used.
Two other aspects of the
campus that ARA is responsible
for are the Snack Bar and the Tea
Room. Mr. Klassen said that the
Snack Bar is paying for itself,
and is regarded as a service to
the students. "We do not attempt
to—nor do we want to—make
money from the Snack Bar," said
Klassen. "We just want to break
even." The same is true for the
Tea Room. As of last year the Tea
Room showed a substantial
deficit and an Administrative
decision was made to change the
type of food service there.
"Instead of completely closing it,
we went to the vending banks
which didn't require a large
overhead," explained Klassen.
After faculty protests, the
vending banks were replaced and
the earlier method of service was
resumed. The cost of meals was
increased substantially but again
Klassen stressed, "We just need
to break even financially. This is
a trial run and the results will be
watched carefully."
"Student's comments and
suggestions about the dining hall
procedures and menus, would be
always welcome," said new Food
Services Director, George Inge.

K fatten Leave$
Opportunity has knocked and
Frank Klassen has answered.
The former Food Services
(Continued on Page 12)

were spent on promotion and
advertising. The company sent
publicity men to various
campuses to organize toga
parties. The University of
Wisconsin held a toga party and
tried to make the Guiness Book of
World Records for creating the
largest mixed drink.
"Animal
House"
has
undeniably had enormous
success. The producers are

contemplating working on a pilot
for a television series. There is
also a sound track from the film.
This features nostalgic songs
such as "Twisting the Night
Away," "Shout," and even has
John Belushi singing "Louie,
Louie."
Who knows? Maybe toga fever
will replace disco fever.
Source: Newsweek, October 2,
1978.

Test-Tube Delivery
Stirs Opinions
By KENDALL ADAMS
"Mrs. Lesley Brown has been
safely delivered by Caesarian
section of a living female child.
The childs condition at birth was
2,600 grams, or five pounds 12
ounces. The mothers' condition
after delivery was excellent. The
birth took place just before
midnight," stated the Northwest
Regional Health Authority of
Britain.
Perhaps the most momentous
and contraversial topic in the
history of science and man
occurred July 25, in Oldham,
England. The only documented
birth of a "test-tube" baby. Dr.
Patrick Steptoe, a British
gynecologist,
along
with
Cambridge
University
Physiologist
Dr.
Robert
Edwards,
developed
the
technique for laboratourt
conception of a human fetus. The
doctor stated that their main
concern was to "help mothers
whose child-bearing mechanism
was slightly faulty." This raises
the serious question of the act's
morality.
Proponents of the now realistic
idea of a laboratory conception
and eventual delivery of a human
being have many arguments to
offer. Dr. John Marlowe of
George Washington University
said "This is really going to be a
boon, a Godsend for people who
are infertile." This argument
realizes the capability of
extending something that would
normally be impossible to a
person who really desires the

capability of having a child.
Medical ethichist John Fletcher
stated, "What we must keep in
mind is that all these things are
perfectly natural...Technology
cannot be 'against nature'
because in that case it would not
work." These arguments are
both reasonable and acceptable
but are refuted by others in the
same fields of study.
Arguments against "Test-tube
babies are more numerous than
those for it. A strong statement
by the decipherer of the genetic
code, Dr. James Watson, said
"All hell will break loose,
politically and morally, all over
the world." This statement along
with others of the same type sum
up the general consensus of
feelings on this topic. A more
specific view is that of Dr. Andre
Hellegers, director of the
Georgetown Institute of Ethics.
He simply states, "I would not do
it." Hellegers feels that "this is a
different species of abortion."
This comes from his deduction
that "in order to succeed, if
generally accepted methods were
followed, they had to fertilize
several ova from the incipient
mother with the father's sperm,
then discard all but the one they
wanted to implant", according to
Victor Conn of the Washington
Post. All this controversy has
come about from the topic of gene
research, which is currently
being restricted and is under
study by Congress.
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Fees Committee Strives To Improve Social Life

t
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By DONNA SIZEMORE
Longwood has been called the
"suitcase college." Moans and
groans from the students
concerning social life at
Longwood are a familiar sound
on the campus. Almost every
involved student has his or her
own conception of methods that
could be initiated to improve and
enhance life at Longwood.
However, improvements, like
most things these days, cost
money. Where does the money
come from? Are there funds
appropriated for such a purpose?
How are these funds being spent?
Is Longwood College dedicated to
the education of the whole
person? Academics is definitely a
vital part of a college education.
However, there are a number of
other elements in a truly valuable
education. For a college to be
successful in its endeavor to fully
educate, efforts must be made to
build upon these elements that
are often denied. The Student
Activities Fees Committee is an
organization on campus whose
purpose is to administer the
distribution of funds in support of
such activities.
The Student Activities Fees
Committee consists of college
members who are appointed by
the Vice-President of Academic
Affairs. Kaye Midkiff serves as
chairman for the committee this
year. The other members are
Edie Fletcher, Ray Stephens,
Cam Oglesby, Muffin Ames,
Kevin Brandon, Sandra Breil,
Cindy Byrd, Mary Beth Carey,
Becky Crites, Jim Gather coal,
Diane Hardwood, Betty Kidder,
Linda Kulp, Vickie Lowe, Donald
McCort,
Jean
McLarin,
Lawrence Martin, Cindy Morse
and Karen Shelton.
In the spring when the budget is
drawn up for the fiscal year, a
sum of money is allocated to the
committee. The amount that they
are dealing with is $70,000
Requests are received by one
committee
from
various
organizations. The committee's
primary responsibility is to
appropriate these funds to the
respective applicants.
However, an effort is always
made to maintain a $10,000
balance in the Student Activity
Fee Reserves. Any money that

exceeds the $10,000 reserve is
appropriated by a committee
appointed by Dr. Henry I. Willett.
The amount exceeding the
reserve is now over $3500.
Suggestions for spending the
money will be considered at the
appropriate time. The committee
has not yet met to consider
requests. This committee is
composed of students and faculty
members.
There is also a committee in
existence to consider requests for
money that is collected in excess
of $70,000. This year the funds did
exceed this figure, and the
committee
has
met
to
appropriate the funds. Dean
Mary Heintz reports of their
decisions. The sum of $650 was
appropriated to employ student
workers to disperse recreational
equipment for student use
through the Intramural Athletic
Association. The sum of $125 went
into the funding of The Apple
Blossom Festival. The sum of
$794.90 went towards the
purchase of four new backboards
for French gymnasium. The sum
of $152.50 was appropriated to
support a social activity when the
student government had a
Sunday afternoon Softball
activity. The money can only be
appropriated in areas supportive
of the social or recreational life of
the student. In other words, the
money could not be used for the
financing of academic matters
such as the purchase of new
books for the library.
The Student Activity Fees
Committee is dedicated to
improving the social activity at
Longwood
College.
Each
organization can take full
advantage of this committee.
However, one may ask if the
committee is really improving
the social and recreational life of
the student at Longwood. Are the
funds appropriated wisely and in
sufficient areas? The involved
student can do their best to see
that these funds are spent
effectively. In the next few weeks
the committee will meet to decide
to spend the funds available for
use.
Suggestions from the students
are welcomed and encouraged.
They may be forwarded to Cam
Oglesby or Dr. Heintz.

Photo by Jay Ray
Joan of Arc statue symbolizes stately sineerity of peace.
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Longwood's Special Lady
By JACQULINE BURTON
One of the first impressions one
receives at Longwood is of the
great sense of pride and respect
felt by students and faculty alike
for a young French girl who lived
during the fourteenth century —
Joan of Arc — patron saint of
Longwood College. However, the
reasons for why Joan of Arc
played such an influential role in
the spirit of our school, and how
she became a symbol of the
traditions and ideals
at
Longwood have, in the past,
remained somewhat obscure.
Joan of Arc is perhaps one of
the most unusual characters in
history, as well as one of the most
celebrated heroines in the
literature of modern writers. She
accomplished a great deal of
extraordinary feats for a young
woman of the age in which she
lived (from 1412 to 1431), and also
for one so short-lived. Joan,
a pious young shepherdess from
Domremy (a small village in
northeastern France) heard the
"voices" of saints and angels
urging her to go to the defense of
France during the One Hundred
Years' War with England. She
played an important part in
bringing to an end France's
conflict with the English and
their Burgundian allies through
the inspiration she rendered in
leading the French troops to
victory over their adversaries in
confrontations at Orleans,
Compiegne, and Reims.
Having suffered two wounds in
battle, Joan was successful in
fulfilling her mission of helping
France, as instructed by the
"voices" which had been with her
since she was thirteen years old.
France regained most of its
territory and the designated heir
to the throne, Dauphin Charles
VII, was coronated with Joan at
his side, at the ancestral
coronation grounds at Reims,
which Joan and her troops had
reclaimed for France.

In an attempt by the French
troops to regain Paris, Joan was
captured by the Burgundians,
who sold her to the English. After
being convicted in the English
courts of heresy and witchcraft
(for the English believed she was
evil), Joan was publicly burned
at the stake. The ashes of the
nineteen year old girl were later
cast into the Seine River. Years
after her death, Joan's case was
reopened and the papal court
annulled her guilt. On May 16,
1920, Joan was proclaimed a saint
by the Roman Catholic church.
Joan of Arc has become a
symbol of female leadership,
loyalty, and service, and in 1914,
this national heroine of France
was adopted as the patron saint
of Longwood College (then the
State Teachers' College). She
was considered an appropriate
choice for the school and the
times in that she symbolized that
for which women of the early
twentieth century were striving
during the Suffragette Movement
— the right to lead, serve, and
participate in all that they
believed in, particularly in the
government. In that same year,
the graduating class, as their gift
to the college, presented
I -ongwood with a reproduction of
the sculpture done by HenriMichel-Antoine Chapu in 1870
"Joan of Arc Listening to the
Voices." The statue was placed in
the Rotunda of Ruffner Hall and
has become one of the most
familiar sights on campus —
holding a special place in the
hearts of students, faculty, and
alumni.
Another statue of Joan of Arc
appears in the center of the
Colonnade. This "Equestrian
Statue of Joan of Arc" was
selected by the Joan Chapter of
Alpha Kappa Gamma, an
honorary society which preceded
Geist. The statue is a
reproduction of the work of the
renowned American sculptress

Anna Hyatt Huntington, and was
presented to the college on April
9, 1927, by Mrs. Huntington and
her husband, the author Archer
Milton Huntington. The statue
rests upon a marble monument
inscribed on one side with the
words, "Forward With God."
Opposite that side is inscribed a
quote by John Gerson.
Both of these historical statues
on liongwood's campus serve not
only as material reflections of the
ideals that past generations of
Longwood students believed in,
but they also serve as constant
reminders of what present
students should cherish as the
very essence of what makes
Ix)ngwood what it has been in the
past, what it is presently, and
what it will become in the future.
Let each of us at I-ongwood
remember, through these bronze
and marble figures that deeper
meaning of what Joan of Arc
stands for at Ixmgwood, and what
these things mean to us.

THINK ABOUT IT.
DON'T LITTER
Virginia Division of
lifter Control
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Volleyball Increases Record
To 14-4
The Iangwood volleyball team
pushed its record to 14-4 at home
last week
by
defeating
Bridgewater, Lynchburg, and
William and Mary.
Led by the versatile Meg Cook,
who performed excellent blocks,
dinks, spikes, and serves, the
I oncers won the first game of the
match against Bridgewater by a
score of 15-6. In the second game,
the Eagles succeeded in their
come-back attempt by forcing
Longwood into errors and
managing a 17-15 victory. The
I^ancers, however, established an
early lead in the third game,
which they continued to
dominate. Bridgewater came
within one point with Longwood
ahead 5-4. A long volley followed,
after which logwood won the
point and steadily increased the
lead until Cook's ace gave the
I oncers the 15-6 victory and the

match.
On Thursday Longwood swept
its tri-meet with Lynchburg and
William and Mary, the latter
considered the Lancers' toughest
in-state opponent this year.
The Lynchburg Hornets, 11-6
before the match, took away
Longwood's early lead in the first
game; however, the Lancers tied
the game 5-all on an ace by
Debbie Brown and moved ahead
to win 15-7. Controlling the play in
the second game, Longwood had
an 8-6 lead before Lynchburg
scored, and the Lancers allowed
their opponents only five more
points while going on to the 15-6
win.
In the second contest of the
evening, William and Mary
defeated Lynchburg 10-15, 15-9,
15-13.
I xmgwood defeated the Indians
15-8 in the first game of the

Longwood-William and Mary
match; however, the opponents
capitalized on the Lancers'
inconsistent play in the second
game to win 15-11.
The Lancers suffered more ups
and downs in the tense and allimportant
third
game,
establishing an early lead but
allowing William and Mary to tie
the game at 7-all and to move
ahead to a 14-10 lead. With the
pressure on, the Lancers
demonstrated the individual
skills and solid team effort that
has characterized most of their
season: aces by Rhonda Woody
and spikes by Cook and C.T.
Thomas brought the team to a 1414 tie. Longwood scored on the
next volley due to fantastic net
play by Cook, and in a dramatic
finish, Woody set perfectly for
Cook's putaway and the 16-14
victory.

Women's Golf Places Second

For the first time in six years,
the I/ongwood women's golf team
did not take first place in the
State Tournament. From Friday,
October 27, until Sunday, October
29, the I^ancers played at the Ivy
Hills Course in Lynchburg.
Longwood competed against
James Madison University,

William and Mary and Sweet
Briar.
After the first days playing,
Beth Waddell shot an 81, Kay
Smith 85, Becky Webb 86, Debra
Hort 94, and Janet Clements 91.
Longwood, with a 343 led Madison
by 11 strokes and William and
Mary by 19.
The next day, the Lancers lost
their edge. Beth Waddell, who

tied with Kay Smith for
Longwood's lowest scores, shot
an 85. Kay Smith had an 81,
Becky Webb 92, Debra Hood 91,
and Janet Clements 93.
Their second day score of 442
put them behind first place
Madison, who had a 438. William
and Mary placed third.
Tracy Leinbach of William and
Mary was low medalist. Janet
Clements of Longwood took
runner up in the first flight, while
Beth Waddell and Kay Smith,
both of Longwood, finished third
in their flight.
One team member stated that
Ivy Hills was one of the toughest
courses she had ever played. She
added, "It was a goat path."
Thursday the team will
compete individually in the
Virginia State Open.

Neal Publishes
Article
Nelson D. Neal, Assistant
Professor of Health and Physical
Education and Recreation at
Longwood College, is the coauthor of an article entitled
"Dancevision — A New Art
Form," which has been published
in the October issue of The
Journal
of Physical Education
Photo bv Debbie Northern
and Recreation.
< hristi I r« is "Inns .-it BridKewat«T opponent H she charges down
In the article, Neal and Dianna
ihr field
M. Summerville of the University
of
Mississippi
define
"Dancevision" as a new art form
which has resulted from attempts
to produce dance for television.
The authors point out that
combining dance with television
creates several important
benefits such as providing "mass
By DEBBIE NORTHERN
The JV, on the other hand, took exposure of dance to the
Again, the lancers Hockey an early 1-0 lead which they held American public," and serving
team faced defeat. The Varsity throughout the first half. Jeannie as "a permanent record of dance
fell to Bridgewater Tuesday, Nolte
scored
the
goal. which can be used for historical
October 24, 2-0. L.C. has had Bridgewater came out fired up reference, educational tools . . .
definite troubles generating their and soon tied the score.
and teaching aids."
offense, while relying for the
Jeannie Nolte charged down
In addition to the advantages of
most part on a strong defense.
the field to put in her second goal. televised dance, there are also a
Bridgewater
came
to Even though L.C. controlled the number of problems involved,
Longwood ready to play ball for the most of the game, and in their article Neal and
aggressively. They kept the Bridgewater did manage to score Summerville
address
the
pressure on for the major part of before the whistle to tie the game questions "How should camera
the game. The Lancers only were 2-2.
shots be used to display artistic
able to move the ball to the
The
Lancers
opened refinements? What changes do
Bridgewater circle a few times.
(Continued on Page 11)
(Continued on Page 11)

Lancers Lack Offense,
Drop Two Games

SPORTS
Golfers Finish Seventh

In Tournament
By DEBBIE NORTHERN

Debbie Dunn goes up for a spike against Bridgewater while
Meg Cook looks on.
Photo by Bette McKenny

In Greensboro Tourney
By ROGERSTRONG
The Longwood College Men's
golf
team
finished
a
disappointing seventh out of 11
teams in the Dixie Conference
Invitational Golf Classic last
week. The Lancer's team total of
696 for the two-day affair was 57
shots behind the winning pace set
by Greensboro College.
Tim White led the Lancers with
81-82, way above his average.
"Too many three putts to score
well," assessed Tim. Perhaps if
he had any kind of support at all
the Lancers would have
threatened the leaders. The most
disappointing showing was by
Frank Hoak, who shot 85-97. He
was just two over par on the
eighth tee the second day, but
yanked two balls out of bounds
and fell apart.
The only golfer to improve the
second day was Rob Lane, who
had 88-82. His 82 could have been
alot better, but he also knocked a
ball out of bounds on the eighth
hole and made triple bogey six.
None of the other Lancers could
ever get it going on the tough hilly
layout of the Jamestown Park
golf course. Robert Boyd had 8895. Scott Taylor had 94-95 and
Chris Herring had 95-96. All
scores well above their averages.
Maybe some of the blame for
Longwood's poor showing could
be placed on the golf course itself
which supplied no practice range
in which to warm up. "It took me
three holes of the tournament to
get loose," said Hoak, who played
the last fifteen holes of the first
round even with the leader of the
tournament. Tim White, perhaps
the class of the tournament, was
surprised at the high scores.
Even though half of the first
round was played in heavy rains,
Tim felt "if I had made some put
I could have been close." Joe
Max of North Carolina Wesleyan,
was medalist with 76-78.
To most of the players in the
field, the weather proved to be a
major reason for the high scores.
On Thursday most of the
fairways were extremely soggy,
which prevented most players
from hitting crisp approach shots

to the wide greens at Jamestown
Park.
Longwood
finished
the
tournament 20 shots behind the
sixth place team from Virginia
Wesleyan.
White, who began
the
tournament by going five over
par on the first two holes, made a
remarkable comeback to record
his first round 81. He played the
last 16 holes in four over par.
Going into the tournament, the
Lancers entertained thoughts of
finishing
highly
in
the
tournament. Despite their
lackluster performance in
Greensboro, the team showed
signs of potential for the spring
season. With the nucleus for an
excellent team already present,
the Lancers, with some hard
work in the off season, should be
a force to be reckoned with in the
spring.
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Competition Tough In Color Rush
By LAURIE HOFFMAN
Color Rush began at 2 p.m. on
Saturday with an enthusiastic
crowd of Reds, Greens, and Blues
gathered on fler Field. The first
four events were worth one point
each. The first event was a threelegged race. Five pairs from
each color class lined up to run
with their opposite legs tied
together. The face finished with a
tie between a Red and a Green
pair. The two ran again, and this
time the Reds beat out the Green
in a close finish.
Race number two was a waterballoon toss. A total of 20 Red and
Green pairs gathered in two lines
for this contest. Each player
tossed his water balloon to his
partner when signalled by Geist.
After each toss, one line moved
back one step. Once again, one
Red and one Green couple were
left to end the match as their wet
teammates looked on. After two
more tosses, the Greens were
victorious.
The third race was an egg race.
Each team consisted of five
Photo by Jackie Steer
players. The object was to
Patching a water balloon and not breaking it is quite difficult as
balance an egg in a spoon while
one
\
nung man found out at Color Rush.
going through a maze of cones,

hurdles, and chairs and hopping
backwards to the finish line. The
game was a relay, so when one
player finished he passed the egg
to his waiting teammate. If an
egg was dropped, the player
involved had to return to the
starting line and begin again. The
Greens won this race, using the
same egg throughout, while the
Reds dropped about four eggs.
The last of the one-point races
was a mattress race. Each team
had 15 members. They were
instructed to lie on their backs on
the ground in a line. A mattress,
placed at the beginning of each
line, was to be passed to the back
with the players' hands and feet.
When the mattress was on the
ground at the end of the line, all
15 players had to lie on it. The
Greens won the race, but when
the Reds complained that the
mattresses were different,
referee, Debbie Fore, decided to

give the Greens only one-half
point for the race. It was then run
again, with the mattresses
switched. The Reds won this
time, so each team earned onehalf point from this race.
The final contest, a relay, was
worth five points. Three races
were held, with two out of three
being the winning combination.
Each color class had three
teams, consisting of four
members, to run. The Reds won
the first race, and the Greens won
the second. Following this, it was
announced that the Reds were
disqualified in the first race
because of cutting corners. The
Greens won the entire contest by
finishing first in the third race.
The final score for the races
left the Greens with seven and
one-half points and the Reds with
two and one-half. This was the
first time in over six years that
the Greens have won Color Rush.

Tennis Team Strong In Two
Matches
By DEBBIE NORTHERN
The Tennis team faced three
opponents this past week, topping
Randolph-Macon October 27, 8-1,
Southern Seminary, October 25,
9-0, and falling to Westhampton 36 on October 24, their final record
for the fall season was 5-3-1.

Election
Draws Nerr
(Continued from Page 2)
the free enterprise system as the
best safeguard for a healthy
economy
and
increased
production. Food prices are also
an important issue between the
two candidates.
Food prices affect America's
whole economic system. John
Warner feels that government
spending is the biggest price
factor. He does not favor a fixed
rate of trade for farm crops.
Warner also supports increased
exports to help the balance of
trade. Miller, on the other hand,
believes that the sale of wheat to
Russia is a major factor in price
rises. He supports long range
contact with foreign nations to
level the price of food. One of the
few issues that the candidates
agree upon is defense.
Andy Miller and John Warner
both agree that America needs a
strong defense. Miller, although
he favors budget cuts, does not
believe that the defense budget
can be cut. Warner's national
defense theme states that
America should be at the
international forefront.
Both Andrew Miller and John
Warner have worked long and
hard on presenting their beliefs
and issues. Virginians will show
their reactions when they go to
the polls on November seventh.
Do your part for Virginia and
vote. It will only take a moment.

INDIVIDUAL SCORES AGAINST RM( :
SINGLES:
G. Koechleln (LC) d. S. Wagner 6-1. 6-0
M. Quarles (LC) d. A. Mariany 6-2, 6-1
M. Barrett (LC) d. S. Moore 6-0, 7-5
N. Leidenheimer (LC) d. A. Cox 6-2, 6-4
B. Lowe (LC) d. K. Urgubert 6-1, 6-2
J. Forrester (LC) d. S. Reinard 6-3, 6-1
DOUBLES:
Wagner — Mariany d. Quarles-Koechlein (LC) 8-6
Barrett-Leidenheimer (LC) d. Cox — Moore 9-7
Lowe — Foster (LC) d. Urgubert-Reinard 8-1

Neal Article
(Continued from Page 10)
dancers need to make when
performing for television? What
changes do television production
personnel need to make?"
Neal, a native of Endwell, New
York, received his B.S.E. degree
from the State University of New
York at Cortland and his
Master's degree from the
University of Wisconsin. Prior to
his 1978 appointment to
Longwood, where he teaches
dance and coaches wrestling, he
taught at the University of
Mississippi.

Hockey
(Continued from Page 10)
Oktoberfest weekend October 27
with a disappointing loss to the
Madison Bulldogs, 1-0, Madison
owned the ball throughout both
halves, and the Goalie Teri Davis
did well to hold them to only one
goal. Longwood had an
opportunity to score in the final
minutes of play, but were not able
to put the ball in the cage.
The JV, who up until this game
had displayed a strong offense,
fell to the Dukes 2-0. Friday,
though, due to the fact of
rearrangements in the lineup and
an inexperienced goalie, they
could not manage to get things
together.
Their final game is today at
Virginia
Tech
State
Tournaments are at Ixmgwood
this weekend. Everyone should

turn out to support the first State
Hockey tournament and root the
Lancers on to Reginals.

We're
Fighting for
Your
Life
American Heart Association f
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THE CHRISTMAS
.*%
RENAISSANCE DINNER

is scheduled lor Friday Satur
day. and Sunday. December 13.
Friday
night
has
been
designated
College Night
with all seats held lor laculty,
stall, students and parents.
Faculty stall and students will
receive specific information via
mailboxes
and
dining
hall
tobies Tickets ore on sale In
the Public Allairs Ollice The
Saturday and Sunday evening
performances will be open to
the general public, as well as
to any college personnel who
preler those evenings There
will be an open dress rehearsal
on Thursday evening, Nov 30,
which students and college
personnel moy attend Iree ol
charge (Public Allairs Ollice,

Photo by Kendall Adams
I \ ,i I owe roaches for a return.

Soccer Team Falls To
Randolph-Macon
By DEBBIE NORTHERN
The soccer team lost on the
road Saturday in Ashland to a
strong Randolph-Macon team,
The Lancers were shut out 8-0.
Actually, for the team not
having three of their starters,
who were sick, the team held up
quite well. At half time, the score
was 3-0 and R-MC put five more
in the goal before the final whistle
blew.
The Lancers' soccer has not

gotten off the ground this year.
The only game they have won
was against the Farrnville
recreation Club.
«___—________^__

Quote or The Day
When life I'm" von lemons
iii.ikr lemonade

MOCK ELECTIONS WILL
BE HELD TODAY
from 9am • 6pm outside the Snack Bar
for the senatorial race and on the
Para-mutuel Betting Referendum.
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Klassen
(Continued from Page 8)
Director left Longwood on
October 6th to Join Cardinal
Systems, a subsidiary of
Hospitality Motor Inns, Inc., as
an Area Manager. Klassen had
been with ARA Food Service for 6
years and said, "I've enjoyed
working for them (ARA).
They're a very good food
service."
Klassen had been at Ixmgwood
for 2 years and 10 months, and
had previously worked at
Virginia Intermont and Sullivans
Colleges. He joined ARA after
taking his undergraduate degree
in Economics from Albright
College
in
Reading,
Pennsylvania. His interest in
food service began when he
worked part-time and summer
jobs in restaurants. According to
Klassen, he "did everything from
being a busboy to managing."
After joining ARA he was placed
as an assistant manager in the
Reading Airport Restaurant, and
also attended training school for 3
months. While working at
Longwood,
Klassen
has
continued his training, including
2 advanced sessions within the
past 6 years. He is also working
toward his Master of Science
Degree
through
Virginia
Commonwealth University.
Life wasn't all studying for
Klassen, who enjoys sports as
well. He was a small college AilAmerican in football and enjoyed
tennis and handball. Not too

surprisingly, he also likes to cook
— but hates the job of cleaning
up!
Mr. Klassen said he and his
wife were looking forward to the
move to Columbus, Indiana, but
after 5 years in Virginia he will
leave Longwood with regrets.
"I'll miss the south, but I have a
new challenge now. I feel things
here needed to be accomplished
and I've worked my hardest for
them to become reality. But no
matter where I go, I'll feel that
the faculty, staff and students
here are the best I've come in
contact with. Longwood will hold
a warm and cherished place in
my heart."

Inge Joins

Staff
Doubtlessly an unnerving
project, Mr. George Inge
assumed the position of Food
Services Director of Longwood
College just 2^ weeks before
Oktoberfest, one of the biggest
week ends on campus. However,
after 8 years of training with
ARA Food Services, Inge was
more than able to rise to the
occasion.
Coming to Longwood from
Woodrow Wilson Rehabilitation
Center in Fishersville, Virginia,
Inge said that his work here is
nearly the same, yet at the same
time a promotion in that
Longwood is a much larger
establishment. Commenting on
his short time here, Inge said,
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"The staff has been very helpful.
About the only 'new' thing I have
planned is to take another food
preference survey in December
to get an idea of how the students
like the menus and food now
being served."
Inge attended Ferrum Junior
College and then studied
Business
Management at
Virginia Commonwealth
University. His training with
ARA includes a Management
Program held in Philadelphia.
About 7 years ago, he helped
with
special
events
on
Longwood's campus, so he was
familiar with the Farmville area.
One of the hardest parts about the
move here is that his wife and
children are still living in
Waynesboro. Inge is anxiously
awaiting the time when his wife
and two sons—George Jr., 3
years, and Jason, 6 weeks, will
join him. His two boys keep him
busy, but Inge also enjoys water
skiing, fishing, and playing the
guitar and banjo in his spare
time.

Anthropology
(Continued from Page 2)
another, and sing. Dr. Jordan will
give a brief introduction to the
film before it is shown.
"The Holy Ghost People" will
be shown in Bedford Auditorium,
7:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m., Thursday,
November 2. All films in the
Series are free. Students and
Faculty of Longwood College and
the general public are invited to
attend.

LETTERS
Snack Bar Conditions
Dear Editor,
We would like to comment on
the dirtiness of the snack bar. We
realize that the students are
responsible for taking their trays
up and throwing their trash
away. However, they are not
responsible for the dirty build-up
on the tables. We realize that the
snack bar personel are kept
extremely busy but we feel there
is a definite need for the tables to
be wiped off periodically.
Thank you,
Wanda Petersen
Christi Lewis
Teresa Ware
Mary Slade
Mary King
Jo Jacobs

Blue And White
Togetherness
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done by the pro's
with your Student ID cord 10% off.
Conveniently located just around
the corner from Longwood College.
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Formerly Bloomfield's L.T.D.
Across From The Courthouse
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Can you find the hidden drinks?
BOURBON
CHABLIS
CHI ANT I
CIDER
COGNAC
DAIQUIRI
CIMII I
LAGER BEER
LIQUEUR
LIQUOR
MANHATTAN

MICKEY
MILK SHAKE

MUSCATEL
PUNCH
SANGRIA
SCHNAPPS
SCOTCH
SHERRY
SLOE GIN
[NGER
IIQUILA
TONIC
U.RMOUTH
VODKA
WINE

\
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organizing.
Terry has enjoyed going to
Longwood. She likes the fact that
it is small, thereby allowing a
closeness between the students
and faculty, and genuine concern
for others, to take form. Here,
she says, she has made the best
friends of her life. Terry will be
missed not only by the many
people who number her among
their good friends, but among
everyone at Longwood who
knows her hard work and
dedication.

We service everyone.
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(Continued from Page 1)
chief, was not certain that the fire
was caused by wiring. He felt the
fire, which burnt a box of trash on
a cart beneath the electrical
insulation might have been
intentional. The fire is being
investigated.
Dave Suchanic, Duke Rollins,
and Hugh Gallagher helped put
out last Monday night's fire. The
smoke went throughout the
building, causing residents on
first floor who lived above where
the fire broke out to have to sleep
elsewhere that night.
Friday morning at 2:30 a.m. a
fire was set in a trash can in
French Dormitory. It was the
second time in a week a fire had
been set there.

Spotlight

R

B

On Fire

Senior

A

T

Action Taken

Dear Reds, Greens, and Blues,
Geist would like to take this
opportunity to thank all of you
students who participated in all
of the Oktoberfest activities.
Special thanks go to Linda
Pullen for Paint Battle, Debbie
Fore for Color Rush, and Mark
Getz for Sound on the Midway.
The Red and Green Class
Chairmen did a great job. Thanks
to all those students involved in
(Continued from Page 4)
the Midway activities, art
auction, water show, dance beneficial. She is also better
company, and choir. We are prepared in planning and

PHONE - 392-8084
H

grateful to all the Klowns,
Ushers, and Meisters who
promoted the Blue and White
Spirit. The Blue and White stage
crew did a terrific job.
Blue and
White Togetherness
Geist 1978
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215 W. THIRD ST.
FARMVILLE, VA.
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For Treasured
Jewels^

WE SELL JHIRMACK HAIR & SKIN PRODUCTS

n
NEW MERCHANDISE ARRIVING
MANY RACKS OF
CLOTHING BELOW COST
Jumpsuits-Sizes 5-11
Reg. $44»° Now *25°°
Hours
Mon. • Set.
10am • 5:30 pm

Thur. Night
7pm - 9 pm

McKAY'S

111 MAIN STREET
FARMVILLE, VA. 392-8587

Now, you can give your jewelry
the very finest professional
care at home with world fa
mous Hagerty Jewel Clean.

Martin
The Jeweler
MAIN ST., FARMVILLE. VA.
PHONE 392-4904

